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Concept 1: The customer lifecycle and organizational results

Introduction
When designing our Customer Experience we face a number of challenges
1.

We are in the middle of an industry turn-over where traditional telco will expand to new
verticals like financial services, revenue streams like contextual marketing and even new
business models like OTT services.

2.

Many facets of the Telecom organisation work on pieces of the customer journeys. This
requires alignment:
•
•
•
•
•

Goals and definition of success
Terminology
Timing
Solutions
etc.…

3.

The telco industry is capital intensive. This means that we need to plan ahead, considering
many ‘moving targets’ without disrupting the business-as-usual. Therefore we need to
transform in iterative phases rather than big revolutions.

4.

We ultimately design for a dialogue rather than merely ‘selling products’. This dialogue
requires a consistent tone-of-voice and aligned content, directed to individual customers
(personalised). Success is supported by brand loyalty (relationship) rather than sales alone .

5.

We need to consider multiple channels to facilitate this customer dialogue, both digital and
physical channels. These channels need to support the experience seamlessly and
continuously by building on previous customer interactions on any touch point.

What do we want to achieve?
Foremost we want to create a customer experience that lives up to our Brand promise: Being
our customer’s favourite partner in digital life. This implies a number of elements:
•
•
•

Be a trusted partner that can advise
Be helpful in their communication need with products and services
Be pro-active, based on the inmate relationship we have with our customers

We aim to design so called ‘Hero Journeys’, which cover all of our products & services and
are relevant to all of our business units (today or in the near future). These Hero Journeys:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are archetype designs setting a template for the local adaptation in BU’s.
Cover a specific part of the life cycle, applicable to a specific user objective.
Describe the user experience (what the user feels, thinks and does + customer
feedback / NPS)
Describe the different channel roles
Identify the available touch points and the required capabilities (i.e. processes, skills
and functionalities)
Identify the goals and definition of success for both customer and Brand

Journeys
What is the framework we start defining the customer journeys from?
The Customer Journey is the heart of the user experience. We define the journey as ‘The
path a user can take in satisfying a specific objective’.
Either the customer or the Brand can initiate this. We distinguish 3 types of journeys:
1. Acquisition
Potential customers engaging until they are identified as an individual we have a relation with,
be it financial or non-financial)
Identified journey candidate:
a. ‘find, buy and be onboarded’.

2. Use & support
after the relationship has been established the customer is ‘in-life’ and we personalise our
interaction. This is also known as the business-as-usual period)
Identified journey candidates:
b. be onboarded (familiarize with products & services)

c.
d.
e.
f.

pay (top-up and pay bill)
manage & self-serve
Ask and be supported
Repair hardware

3. Customer development
Throughout the use & support phase Telecom initiates customer interaction by advising to
optimise the relationship
Identified journey candidates:
a. Optimize plan
b. Advocate and share experience

Customer objectives come in 3 types

The journeys can be plotted on the customer life cycle which has 11 discrete phases. These
are follow a logical order, but are not strictly linear. Some of these phases, like ‘pay’ and ‘ask’
occur several times during the life cycle. The linear depiction is used to address the concept
of a flow.

The life-cycle phases connect the different customer objectives.

1. Aware
Potential customers searching for solutions for existing problems (unaware of the DSP
provider being a candidate for delivering our Products & Services)
2. Consider
Potential customers reaching out to the DSP to help them choose the right product or service
for the communication need. We typically facilitate this by problem elicitation, filtering of
relevant products and offering these at the right price-point.
3. Buy
This is the actual formal engagement by agreement between customer and the DSP
4. Receive
This is the physical collection of the product, either over the counter or via postal order. For
digital services this would be a download or access to a service.
5. Start
This is the active support by the DSP (agent assisted or automated) to onboard the customer
by making him familiar with the basic functionality of their product or service and gradual
introduction to more advanced features during the first stages of engagement (typically 2-3
weeks)
6. Use
This is the ‘business-as-usual’ phase where the customer uses the products and services
actively and engages with the Brand. This could be BAU connectivity, use of services or
dashboard functions.
7. Pay
The customer transacts financially. Either on paying the bill, paying for Value Added Services
(VAS) or topping up their pre-pay balance.
8. Ask
When the customer reaches out to the DSP in need of support or on incidents that need
resolution. We distinguish automated support (e.g. FAQ) or agent assisted support (like the
call centre when the customer raises an incident)

9. Discover
When we reach out to the customer to introduce him to new (relevant) products and services
or suggest to optimise his plan.
10. Promote
When the customer actively advocates the brand on social media or off-line among peers
11. Dormant
When the customer chooses to end the active dialogue with the DSP, they go ‘dormant’ (but
not automatically off the radar). We respect their choice and maintain our availability if the
former-customer wishes to engage at any point in the future.
Every Hero journey will cover 2 or more phases of this life cycle to satisfy a specific objective.
What these journeys/objectives are, or how many we will need to document is part of this
exercise.

Capabilities
When we identify capabilities to facilitate the customer dialogue we cover 3 parts:
-

Process
People (skills)
Functionality (IT)
Some capabilities will serve a specific journey or process within that journey. Other
capabilities will be enablers that are required across the whole life cycle. We call them
‘enablers’. (e.g. single sign on, SOAP authentication, cross-touchpoint analytics, etc…)

‘enablers’ facilitating the end-to-end life-cycle.

‘Actions’ facilitating specific phases in the life-cycle.

Key features:
Acquisition:
1- Seamless shopping
2- Safe transactions
3- Immediate fulfilment and hassle free returns
Use & support:
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Welcome scripts (face-to-face and online)
Dashboards
Interaction logs
Q&A

Develop:
8- Next-best-activity advice (up- and cross-selling, pro-active support)
9- Share on Social Media
10- Peer-to-peer shopping

Cross life cycle phase (enablers):
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Analytics
User authentication
Attribution modelling
Content management

The combination of ‘enabling’ and ‘phase specific’ capabilities will constitute the target
capability landscape. This landscape covers all the critical capabilities to run the operation inmarket. Typically, in projects like omni-channel, this target landscape will be compared to the
actual capabilities present in the BU. The goal is twofold:
1. Identify capability gaps (missing capabilities)
2. Rationalize the existing landscape (identifying ‘double’ or redundant capabilities)
The capabilities are detailed further in two phases:
1. In the service blueprint: The user experience, channel roles and impacted processes (part of
the Hero Journey exercise)
2. In the localized capability description or D1 (road mapped initiative: when developing or
enhancing the capability in-market)
(please note: step 2 is not part of the Hero Journey asset)

Conversion
How capabilities demonstrate success
The capabilities are inspired by the customer and provider objectives. Their success is
manifested by the extend the customer can satisfy their objectives effectively and efficiently.
In other words: to what extend the customer ‘flows’ through the different phases of his life
cycle. A successful touch point either satisfies the customer objective or leads the customer
to his next step in the journey. The way we monitor and measure this dynamic is called
‘conversion’. Conversion is the success rate of a user moving from one step in the
journey to the next.

‘Conversion’ as the goal of provider actions.

Results
Implicit value becoming explicit
The closer the customer gets to complete his journey (and thereby satisfying his objective)
the more value is accumulated. This value builds up as ‘implicit value’ until there is a concrete
tangible result where the implicit value becomes explicit in value (e.g. a signed contract or
actual cash flow).

‘Results’, as tangible output addressable by organizational KPI

These ‘anchors’ where the built up implicit value becomes explicit are typically the high level
KPIs # of gross adds, deflection to cheaper and more efficient touch points, cash flow, arpu
increase and churn reduction (expressed in customer satisfaction scores like NPS). Ultimately
these KPIs lead to an increase in customer-lifetime-value.

All levels combined:

Concept 2: The service blueprint

The customer life cycle can be divided into a number of customer journeys (defined as a
specific customer objective from initiation until the initiator confirms his objective is either
satisfied or abandoned. These journeys are discrete, but because we want to encourage a
continues engagement, we aim to use the finalization of a journey as a start of a subsequent
‘next-best-activity’. This can be commercial or merely supportive to the customer’s use of our
products & services.
Besides customer journeys there are also ‘agent journeys’, namely for those objectives in
which we actively reach out to (potential) customers to achieve a specific goal.
The highest level of the Customer Journeys are captured in a set of ‘Hero Journeys’.
In order to provide enough context for the capabilities to be:
-

Motivated (why they support the customer journey)
Functional (how they support the customer journey. Interaction with the environment,
namely to other capabilities and the IT back-ends)
Descriptive (what the user experience should be)
Prioritized (in relation to the journey and later to the local BU gap analysis/customer
preferences)

Service blueprint elements
We distinguish the following elements:
Phase
The phases distinguish a ‘state’ in which the customer is at any given point in time. The
Journey is defined as a specific customer objective from initiation to satisfaction. In a journey
the customer transitions through a number of phases (start-, intermediate- and end-phase).
Customer Satisfaction (e.g. NPS)
We measure the current NPS feedback from our users and customers and plot it against the
level we aspire in the strategic period. The distance between actual and aspired customer
satisfaction will illustrate the main pain points. Either because the service is bad or that the
expectation is very high. Wherever we identify big gaps we need to focus and possibly invest.
Customer behaviour
We document the customer experience from the customer’s perspective and from 3 discrete
angles: - What the customer feels (entry and exit emotion) - What the customer thinks
(information) - What the customer does (intended action).
Together this is the User Experience (UX).
Goals
We define the ultimate goals for a successful user experience for both the customer and the
Brand, which do not always coincide. We seek to reach the optimal situation rather than
maximising either one of them in order to create a sustainable business model.

Roles
From the strategic direction, we take the current and target channel roles. This will expose the
target channel shifts we aim to achieve with the UX design. The roles describe the main
purpose of the channel or touch point. We do strive to offer as much as possible services via
our digital touch points and most via off-line touch points like call centre and retail in order to
create a seamless experience when the customer chooses a touch point of their liking.
Capabilities
A capability is defined in three elements:
1. Functionality (technology)
2. Process (governance)
3. People (skills)
We document the required capabilities to facilitate the UX. A capability is nominated and
described on these three levels, yet not detailed to the extend that is required to develop the
ultimate solution. This will be done in-market on the basis of the local legacy IT and local
processes. Typically a capability is described in an annex ‘one pager’ that illustrates its key
features.
Functional IT requirements
We need to get an early insight in the incurred complexity for our back-end systems. Using
the impacted processes as a starting point we document the functional requirement to our
core IT systems by defining the information captured from the user (retail agent, csr or end
customer) and passed on to the back-end via the screen interfaces. Subsequently we define
the requirement for the information that is passed back to the user in order to continue the
process by quality criteria (near-to-real-time, encrypted, compiled, etc..)

The service blueprint (a.k.a. journey map) for the buy-journey

Vendor selection and guidelines
Key design principles
In order to become a Digital Service Provider with a seamless touch-point footprint
-

-

-

-

-

We design with ‘Digital at Core’ that means that the focus rests on a digital experience,
namely via the app on smartphones (a.k.a. mobile first)
We design for a seamless experience, no matter which channel or touch point the customer
chooses to engage with. (a.k.a. omni-channel)
We design with operational efficiency in mind, optimising customer behaviour in choosing
their preferred means of engagement
We design with personalisation in mind, allowing for contextual touch points and content
(we distinguish 4 levels of authentication: anonymous, recognised, known and trusted)
To become agile in channel development
We aspire to separate frontend from core IT functionality. This means we need to identify
the functional requirement for API or other web-services when interaction with data from the
backend.
To create a more contextual and personalized UX
We aspire to have one single view of the customer, of content and of inventory (product
specs and location)
To become a more data-driven organization
We design for data-driven channel management and customer management by defining
metrics as well as the shared performance indicators. This will include instructions for the
data capture for project like Omni-channel (those required to demonstrate progress in
channel management)
We shall concretely define the phases and the approach to measure key metrics like traffic,
NPS and value in order to demonstrate journey success in general and channel shifts
(traffic/behaviour) in specific.

Vendor selection
There are three tasks defined:
1. Create a Proof-Of-Concept (POC) for one designated hero Journey.
This POC will set the standard of detail required for the remaining Hero Journeys. It will
identify the required elements, the level of detail required to meet our objectives and the way
of depicting these. Second is the definition of the Hero Journey set, cover all of our P&S in all
of the life cycle phases.
Knowing which journeys will be part of the toolkit and what level of detail is required in the
documentation will give us enough input to quote the total exercise. This quote, quality and
scalability will be input to the vendor selection process.
2. Complete the complete asset of hero Journeys and service blue-print
This includes all journeys (8-10) and a promotional ‘use case’ animation to demonstrate the
benefits of an elaborate journey.

3. On-site (local) customer journey design
to define the remaining 20% as part of ongoing projects like Omni-channel or IT
transformation. This would require a rough-order of magnitude (ROM) quote for time &
material (excluding variable travel cost)
Attached is a rough concept of what we think the ultimate journey map will look like.
We envisage to deliver it is such a way that the ‘asset’ delivers >80% of the actual in-market
journey design, identifying the required capabilities and interaction with core IT systems. This
journey map does not deliver the GUI design, but focuses on the functional aspects of the
UX.

